Abstract: The paper analyses current versions of top three used Internet browsers and compare their security levels to a research done in 2006. The security is measured by analyzing how user data is stored. Data recorded during different browsing sessions and by different password management functions it is considered sensitive data. The paper describes how the browser protects the sensitive data and how an attacker or a forensic analyst can access it.
Introduction
Accordingly with browser market share, [1] , the top three used browsers are Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. The paper analyses current versions of top three Internet browsers and compare their security levels to the one described in a 2006 paper, [2] Password Management Concerns with IE and Firefox that analyzed Microsoft IE 6 and 7 and Firefox p1.5 and 2.0. In that research, the author defined and analyzed password storage mechanisms, attacks on password managers, the false sense of security, usability and the mitigation and countermeasures. Most of the time, the entire security framework of the personal computer is based on the user management routines implemented by the operating system. Many home users base their computer security on user accounts to protect against physical or remote access to the machine. This is a dangerous and deprecated opinion because today IT security threats use the Internet and the user is more vulnerable when surfing or using Web services than not being at the computer. Users access more and more Web services, like social networking, Internet banking, online shopping and gaming that require sensitive personal data. And, the Web gate to all these resources is represented by the Web browser used to access the pages. Today browsers have become complex software applications. It allows users to do more than just viewing web pages, adding up to their usability level through many other functions. One of these functions is to manage user passwords for different sites. The need for this option come from the fact that Web developers implement in their applications secure sessions that require users to authenticate with their username and password. And this is a reality for almost any type of Website, from a forum to an e-commerce one. So users must manage a set of multiple credentials used to authenticate on different websites.
As almost all users won't memorize multiple long and hard-to-guess passwords or write them on paper, the solutions that they may adopt are:  use same password for multiple sites or applications;  use password managers to store sensitive data.
The first solution is to be avoided because a single piece of information, represented by the used password, becomes the most vulnerable point of the personal data system, [2] . Acquiring that, an attacker will have access to all the Websites, email, FTP accounts and other online services.
In Internet there are four primary ways users lose control over their web-based passwords, [15] :  Phishing Scams -through fake websites or emails the attacker ask users to send him sensitive data like bank accounts, card PINs, passwords;  Malware -users are convinced by the attacker to install malicious software, to access bad links and to allow malware to install on its machine through its browser; the malware can be a simple java script like a booklet password [20] or a more advanced third party software. .value + "\n";}} if (pass) alert("Passwords on this page:\n\n" + pass); else alert("There are no passwords in forms on this page."); })(); Figure 2 . Booklet that shows the content of password fields  Website break-ins -the attacker succeeds to break the website security by SQL Injection, Remote File Inclusion (RFI), Cross Site Scripting (XSS), [13] [14] or any other security vulnerability or misconfiguration and he manages to gain sensitive data or even to modify pages content in order to control users;  Website brute-force attacks -the attacker breaks users' authentication credentials by trying possible passwords as in dictionary attacks.
The first two attacks and the XSS are strong related to browsers because they are based on scenarios in which the user uses the browser to open a fake webpage or to install malicious code. Using the browser is created a direct connection between users and attackers. Because, it is possible for someone to gain full control from the Internet to the target machine, all possible attacks that can be conducted directly on the machine can also be used by the remote attacker.
Browsers sensitive data
The tight competition in the browsers market has motivated developers to offer more than a tool for just viewing Web pages. There are different approaches to do this:  Brute force by generating all possible passwords from a given vocabulary; for a secure password this is almost impossible as it will require a very long period of time;  Dictionary by trying common passwords; the attack is based on the user commodity and the belief that his password is something easy to remember and significant  Hybrid by using generated prefixes and suffixes with common dictionary passwords; and in practice, these solutions has been implemented by different software applications, [6] [7] , [30] . Based on that, we can conclude that the security of the Firefox password manger lies entirely on the strength of the master password. But, in many situations, without an imposed security policy, the user saves its passwords without setting a master password.
Internet Explorer security
At the time this research is conducted, the latest version for Internet Explorer is 8, and despite that, a large part of Internet users, 15% [21] , still use earlier versions, like 6. For this version of IE the passwords are stored in a secret location in the Registry known as the Protected Storage, [19] As seen in figure 4 the passwords stored in registry are encrypted using a procedure [18] [19] The encryption of Autoform data is implemented a bit different way [18] [19] because instead of the URL the software uses the HTML form field name for the encryption key.
The decryption process is the almost the same as the encryption one. The only difference comes from the fact that every time the user access a Web page that contains an authentication form, the hash of the URL is compared with every record in the registry on order to determine if there are stored passwords.
At the first glance, the process has a high security level because the encryption key is not required to be stored on the local computer. In reality, this is achieved only if the user deletes browsing history from the computer after using Internet Explorer. From an attacker point of view it is almost impossible to guess the page URL based on its hash. So he will not be able to decrypt the registry records without other information:  the attacker tries to find the user password for a particular Website, so he compares the URL hash with the registry records; if he finds a match, he will be able to decrypt the password;  the attacker tries to break all AutoComplete passwords for that user; the additional needed information is found for most users in the browsing history data because it contains the URL of all visited Web pages, including the ones that require HTML authentication; the attacker will generate the hash for each URL and compares it with the ones in registry; for each match, the attacker will decrypt the password; because most users don ' [22] ; the encryption key is determined by the Windows user logon credentials; 3. The encrypted form of the password and username are stored in Login Data file, which has a SQLite format.
Login Data file can be easily interpreted because it SQLite structure, described in table 3, but the password is the only field which has its value encrypted. [22] . Once the attacker has logged into user Windows account, he has complete access to the passwords.
Comparative analysis
In an independent security test done by NSS Labs in January 2010, [11] Accordingly to the tests specifications, the browsers security has been evaluated against a large set of sociallyengineered malware examples. Accordingly to the figure 6 results, Internet Explorer has obtained by far the best results.
Based on the security analysis of the three Internet browsers and a previous feature comparative analysis in [2] , Each solution has its own advantages and disadvantages but none offers guaranteed security and their strength depends on how are used.
Conclusion
To protect its sensitive data and to enhance the security of his computer, a user must update and patch its application, to use browser security addons and anti-malware/anti-email spam software. Also he must educate himself not to disclose it so easy and to distinguish fake requests.
Another solution is to embrace a Security by Isolation approach, [16] and use The Red, Yellow and Green virtual machines to separate daily browsing from online shopping and from accessing the online banking account. In order to reduce security risks, users could use additional software, integrated in antivirus or standalone that will erase browsing history and other clear text data on a high frequency basis. In secure working environments, the browsers usability and accessibility related functions are less important than the data security and become sources of security vulnerabilities. 
